Dear Website Viewer,

The liquid formula mentioned in the video above is called "Protocel," and *Outsmart Your Cancer* is the definitive book on this remarkable and inexpensive approach!

Plus, you can read about other successful and scientifically explained non-toxic approaches as well, including Cesium High pH Therapy, Dr. Burzynski's Antineoplastons, Dr. Kelley's Enzyme Therapy, the Flaxseed Oil and Cottage Cheese Approach, and many, many more!

But that's not all. You'll find out why it is important for women to AVOID estrogen-blocking drugs, why men should AVOID taking testosterone-blocking drugs, how to evaluate conventional treatments, and what the most important questions to ask your oncologist are.

You have a right to know ALL your options — not just those your doctor is legally restricted to prescribing!

Tanya Harter Pierce